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MARKET RESEARCH/COMPETITOR ANALYSIS



DESIGN OPTION 1 

RUBBER COATED STEEL TUBES



What’s in the box?
1. Base- Assembled for shipping w. wheels & casters

2. Sleeved Tubes (X4)- Production parts from SC2600/2700

3. Top Frame
4. Bag Frame/ Handle
5. Laundry Bag
6. Top Tray
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Primary Cost - $61.56 Alt. Cost 1 - $55.43 Alt. Cost 2 - $60.35

Standard Box, as shipped-
Includes all parts shown above

Production-
1 mold.  4-Cavs

Standard Box, as shipped-
Does not include top tray

Production-
1 mold.  4-Cavs
Top tray is molded with other 
parts, but not put in box

Standard Box, as shipped-
Top tray integral w. top frame

Production-
1 mold.  3-Cavs
1. Platform  
2. Top frame  
3. Bag frame



Design Adjustment (8.6.19)

RCP cart stability test –
Tip back point- 17 Lbs. in bag with no weight at the front, as shown. 

Note: Moving the wheels further aft may cause the user to kick 
the wheels when walking the cart, making it harder to use.

Moved wheels aft to bag CL



Details- Base

3 bolting points for 
accessories platforms

Wheels w. rubber tread 
from MDHC150HB.

Mounted w. short (3”) 
solid axles per side

Markers for self-tapping 
screws, to stabilize tubes

‘Cups’ for mop bucket 

4” swivel stem casters

Crush Ribs for a 
tight fit of tubes



Details- Top Parts

Mop holders 

4 bolting points for
“drop down” accessories

Small items or 
spray bottles 

bins

Mop mount point
Both sides

Bolting points
For accessories

Hazard sign hangers, 
One each side

Molded loops for bag 
and hooks for NTC



Laundry Bag can be replaced by TCN 
(Sold Separately)



Mop Bucket fits into 
molded ‘cups’ in Base.
Mop held by features in top frame.



Sold separately-
Floor System I - BMTCU32

1. Optional floors can be color-coded to the correct  accessory
2. Snap design is from the UTC DOLLY
3. Floor can be bolted to the cart in 3 places for extra security



Sold separately- Floor System II - UTC DOLLY + BMTCU20



Sold separately-
Floor system III- (1) TCN2030 

TCN inserted diagonally at front, then snapped down  



Sold separately-
Floor system IV- (2) TCN2030 



Sold separately- Shelf System

1. Each shelf sold w. 8 inexpensive extrusions of different
lengths (7” & 9” shown, but any length is possible)

2.    Extrusions and shelf installed from top (before top frame…)
to desired height.



Sold separately- lockable chemicals box 
(Can be bolted to top tray in two places)



Sold separately- bin & organizer, bolted to top tray



Sold separately- Enclosed Cabinet

Cabinet is dropped in from 
the top and bolted to top frame

Cabinet shown opening 
at top and back, but can 
be designed to open at 
the sides or front as well



Sold separately- Hanging Racks



Sold separately-
Swivel Bins 



DESIGN OPTION 2 

BLOW MOLDED PANELS



‘As shipped’ base cart.

Cost- $ 60.67

Inj. Molded platform

Inj. Molded top & 
bag frame

Laundry bag
4 BM panels. 
One with integral door 
w. molded live hinge.

BM panels have a snap 
feature near bottom, 
that feeds into snap 
features in platform, so 
no fasteners are needed.



Rubbermaid mop bucket at front

Channels hold mop bucket casters



Ecolab mop bucket at front

‘Boxes’ hold mop bucket casters



TCN at front

TCN held in place by this hook



TCN at back



Adjustable shelves in cabinet-
Shelves are adjustable for 
number (1-3), type (flat, 
organizer, Etc.) & height (3)

Shelves are optional (=Sold 
separately)



Top can be used as a shelf but 
also can accept long-handle 
items- dusters, brushes, Etc. … …received by inside shelf, as shown



Door details:
1. Single BM panel w. 

compressed ‘frame’ that 
gets cut-away on 3 sides, 
leaving a live-hinge.

2. Small compressed area for 
door-knob (inexpensive, 
OTS part)

3. Options can include a metal 
lock hasp (sold separately)



Removable (sold separately) side bins.

One fits over the door and another over the ‘wet floor’ sign on other side 



Removable (sold separately) side bins- details.



DESIGN OPTION 3 

GAS-ASSIST, INJECTION MOLDED PARTS



Plastic Molded Version - What’s in the box?
1. Base
2. wheels & casters (2ea)
3. Top Tray
4. Bag Frame/ Handle
5. Laundry Bag
6. Swing Out Trays (L & R)
7. Center Column
8. Side Columns (L & R)
9. Hardware including axle rod
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Exploded View

Wheels and casters not necessarily pre-assembled

The top of the (3) columns may 
bolt through the top tray

Connections not yet finalized 



Details- Base

3 connection points for 
vertical columns

Rear Platform TCN 
supports also stabilize 

laundry bag

Axle supported by 
passing steel channel

‘Cups’ to place 
mop bucket 

casters 

Stem-caster mounts

Possible “no tools required” 
column connection



Details- Top Parts
Integral grommet 

hooks for bag      
(6) places

Short Handled Tools

Clips hold boxes in 
place

Bag Ring 
Connections

Raised level for 
sanitation wipes 

and gloves

Long Handled Tools
Handle clips                   

and slots

Bag area sized to fit 
over rim of TCNs

Bag Ring/Handle 
pivot

Hooks capture 
rim of Suncast®

TCN’s and 30 Gal.

Top platform for 
most-used tools, 
Could be molded 

with dividers, small 
parts bins, hand 
tool storage, etc.

Sign Holder



Laundry Bag can be replaced by TCN

The Bag ring is raised to allow a TCN can 
to sit on the features at the back of the 
unit

The can rests capture 
the can’s bottom 
geometry

Once the bag ring is lowered, the TCN is captured 
on the back of the cart.

The idea is to make removal and replacement easy, with no need to lift the can up and out of the ring.

TCN Retention Details



Mop Bucket fits into molded ‘cups’ in Base

Casters shown in full range of motion. In their inward orientations, the casters will fit in the cups and stabilize the bucket.



Platform sized for using Suncast® 30 Gal Can with lid.

Optional features in the floor could fasten to the bottom of the can

Middle hooks positioned to catch the rim of the 30 Ga. can



The 2 side hooks are positioned to catch 
the rim of the centered TCN

2 x TCN2030 cans fit side-by-side on the platform 



The 2 swing-out trays provide 
storage that is not buried below 
the top tray.
The trays would also make 
access to the bottom platform 
easier when swung out of the 
way.
Either or both of the trays can 
be easily removed to customize 
the storage space.
The trays could be molded with 
latticed floors to reduce 
material. (here they are solid to 
prevent spills onto the lower 
deck)
The swing-out trays could also 
be reconfigured as tool holders, 
bottle racks, or other specialty 
storage to add or subtract as 
needed from the configuration.

Middle Tray replaced by removable Swing-out Trays

A single, removable middle tray could also be designed to use the same connection details.



Cart revisions following review:

Small Mop Bucket checked for 
compatibility with side ringer

Augmented Top Tray with Glove Box 
Storage and Dry Goods basket

Shortened base to within ¾” of R’maid

Added clips for brushes

Added cupped floor for broom handles

Added alternative fixed Middle Tray



Cart revisions:

Added clips for brushes
- Brushes and brush holders cupped in 

floor and handles clipped to column
- Floor detent also works for broom 

handles with top tray features



Cart revisions:

Added Pull Out basket for dry goods
- Top tray dedicated to paper 

supplies
- Paper kept away from 

contamination by items stored in 
lower areas

One piece alternative Middle Tray
- Replaces swing out trays as lower 

cost alternative
- Designed to hold bottles in wine 

rack style for accessibility



Cart revisions:

Top tray includes area for small 
parts and tools, positioned to 
maintain clearance for 
Handle/bag ring.

Side pocket stores glove box with 
access from the front or the back 
of the cart.
- Box can be turned to 

dispense either way



Cart revisions:

Small mop bucket fits with either 
front or back casters in the floor 
pockets.
- The side mounted mop wringer 

clears the tower geometry

The base is shorter in length, now ¾” 
longer than the Rubbermaid cart.
- The larger mop bucket no longer 

fits facing endwise
- The base no longer holds two TCN 

cans side by side
- The 30gal. Can still fits on the 

base.



Cart revisions:
Long handle tools slip into features in 
top tray while the end of the handle is 
held in the floor detent.

Note: fixed mid tray, 30 gal can, and 
under tray pullout storage.
- Mid tray can be upgraded to (2) 

swing out trays
- 30 Gal can still fits on shortened 

base, if not designed to do so.



Cart revisions:

For bulk storage we are developing a 
bin that creates dry storage below 
the swing out trays. Bins can be used 
in tandem on the base by storing 
them on their sides.

The lids swing open in this position 
to allow use without removal from 
the cart.

The bin can also be set on top of the 
upper tray and used in a traditional 
way.


